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It only takes ONE partner to transform a relationship…ANY relationship! Usingour proven 8 step Relationship Transformation System® thousands of peoplearound the world have transformed their relationships to create their unshakablelove and unleashed passion!
Step One: Seeing

See your relationship with new eyes by identifying
what you “must have” and what you “must NOT
have” in your love life.

Having a vision for your relationship is not a common thing! But you
“can’t hit a target you can’t see”. So it’s time to get CLEAR!

Step Two: Shifting

Shift your perspective so that you can get unstuck
and access the relationship you desire.

If there’s one thing I know for sure, having a shift in your
perspective is the opening for you to utilize the tools and
strategies to come!

It’s the moment that you are able to SEE your partner
differently, see women differently, see men differently, see
relationship differently…that you are READY and open to
put a new tool or strategy into action!

Giving yourself a perspective shift is kinda impossible! It’s
not easy to see things through someone else’s lenses
without some outside “perspective”!

Just reading our articles and watching our videos, have
you begun to experience a perspective shift on what the
dynamics of relationship really are? Do you see things
differently than you did before?

That’s a perspective shift!
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Step Three: Strategies

Learn the strategies that will help you understand
your partner like never before.

One of the biggest reasons why people have pain in their
relationships today is that they're expecting their partner to
be just like them and they're frustrated when their partner
doesn't act, feel or think or behave the way they would.
Men and women are completely different. We think
differently. We act differently. We process differently. We
definitely feel differently.

Your partner is NOT like you…..and they are not supposed
to be like you! This is one of the most difficult challenges
and yet, it’s your greatest opportunity for growth!

You must understand those differences. Then you can
begin to appreciate the differences in your partner. And
ultimately you really cherish the differences in your partner
and see the gift that those differences bring to you, your
family and your relationship.

Paul and I have quantified the KEY differences between
the masculine and feminine and the strategies to empower
you to understand and appreciate them in day to day life!

(you can learn more about our events and programs here:
http:RelationshipDevelopment.org/programs)
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Step Four: Synergy

Discover how to implement a newfound synergy to
your relationship, so that you act as a team and
STOP keeping score.

50/50 relationships do NOT work! To create a rock solid
alignment where nothing and nobody can come between
you, you must go ALL IN! That means 100/100!

It’s about coming together as a team. Now, I do NOT mean
“teamwork” where it’s like “I’ll do this and you do that” and
everything gets done together. That’s not what I’m talking
about.

Think of it like a sports team, where if you were playing
football with someone on the field and they were running
down the field and they dropped the ball, you wouldn't
stop in the middle of the game and say "Hey, you're
screwing this up for everybody. I can't believe you just did
that, you're ruining everything. What were you thinking? I
have to do everything around here."

You wouldn't do that to a teammate in a sport. What
would you do? You would pick up the ball and start
running. That's what a true TEAM is.

Creating this kind of indivisible alignment requires ACTION.
It’s about aligning with your partner every step of the way
to face the world together.
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Step Five: Start Anew

Start anew by wiping the slate clean - entirely.
Forgive and forget past hurts and betrayals and
give yourself permission to start from here.

If there are things that are unforgiven, hurts that need to be
healed, it’s creating distance in your relationship. It’s not
going to resolve itself on its own.

You cannot have an unshakable foundation to your
relationship with past hurts and upsets unhealed. And it
may be YOU that you need to forgive to be able to move
forward!

Our proven 5 step Forgiveness process is so powerful, just
this one piece can change your life in a profound way!

Step Six: Sparks!

Follow a tested path to ignite the SPARKS and REAL
PASSION back into your relationship. Realign with
your authentic core energy and feel the power and
surge come back!

Get unstuck from operating from your masculine
and open to your feminine radiance. Or realign
yourself to your authentic, immovable, rooted
mature masculine energy! When these energies
connect, the sparks can fly!

This can often be the most challenging shifts for any
person to make. That’s why Paul and I have
dedicated so much of our content on teaching the
“exactly how”!
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Step Seven: S-flirt

Find out how you can start “dating your partner”
again to keep the energy alive! Get out of over-
responsibility and bring the fun, playful and flirty
energy back to your relationship!

Today, too many of us are stuck in over-responsibility. With
the kids, the work, the house and everything else…we have
lost our connection to fun, playfulness and flirting! And
dating is the first thing to go out the window when life starts
to get busy!

If you want a relationship to come back to, you better start
taking your fun more seriously!

As we often say, “The s-flirting is the slippery slope to
the s-sexing!”

Step Eight: Sensuality

Learn how to bring back the sensuality in your
relationship to give it a much-needed boost of
energy and lust. Enjoy daily, ravishing and satisfying
intimacy with your partner! Experience a level of
sexual satisfaction that you didn’t even know was
possible and satiate a hunger you didn’t know you
had! It is possible to have a height of passion that
matches the depths of your love!

Many people come to me and want to START at Step Eight!
They take a look at our 8 steps and say “Hey, why is sex all
the way at the end? Can we skip to step 8?”
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My reply is always the same. The steps are strategically
designed in this order because “a sex problem is rarely a
sex problem”. What do I mean by that?

For women, the kind of ravishing and satisfying sex that we
are talking about here requires deep a level of
VULNERABILITY.

And until you have created the foundation of an
unshakable love to the point where you're invisible by
anything or anyone, have heart-felt understanding for your
partner where you cherish the differences in them, forgive
and release past hurts and betrayals to wipe the slate
clean, realigned with your core feminine or masculine
energy and brought the fun and playfulness back to your
relationship... you can't get to the level of vulnerability, trust
and alignment that is required to experience this level of
UNLEASHED passion!

For men, the kind of ravishing and satisfying sex that we are
talking about requires a high level of presence that comes
from the rooted mature masculine energy. It requires that
you protect, serve and provide for your woman so she can
feel you taking care of her for her best interest and she can
surrender to you.

That’s why I say “a sex problem is rarely a sex
problem” because the answer to the problem is
NOT in the mechanics of the sex….it’s in Steps 1 – 7!
When you have mastered those steps, then you can
learn the tools and strategies of experiencing
unleashed passion with your partner!
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Stacey & Paul Martino, Founders Stepping out of the oldrelationship paradigmof couple’s coaching,Stacey and herhusband Paulempower individualswith the tools &strategies to transformtheir relationship…and you don’t needyour partner to participate for this to work for you!Stacey and Paul are the founders of RelationshipDevelopment.org andcreators of RelationshipU®, the world’s only RelationshipDevelopment™ studies program for individuals who want to mastertheir relationships. Their methodology proves that it only takes ONEpartner to transform a relationship…ANY relationship!Today, through their programs and live events, Stacey and Paul helpthousands of people transform their love relationship! And as a happybonus, you get to apply the same strategies to improve all yourrelationships.Trained and certified by Tony Robbins, Stacey is a certified marriageeducator and divorce preventionist. An international best-sellingauthor, Stacey is a sought-after relationship expert, passionate andengaging speaker and media guest and is the Relationship Expert forAspire Magazine.
Our Programs: http:RelationshipDevelopment.org/programs
Our Events: http:RelationshipDevelopment.org/events


